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Abstract

Purpose. To develop a powerful archetype editing framework capable of handling multiple reference
models and oriented towards the semantic description and standardization of legacy data.

Methods. The main prerequisite for implementing tools providing enhanced support for archetypes is
the clear specification of archetype semantics. We propose a formalization of the definition section of
archetypes based on types over tree-structured data. It covers the specialization of archetypes, the
relationship between reference models and archetypes and conformance of data instances to
archetypes.

Results. LinkEHR-Ed a visual archetype editor based on the former formalization with advanced
processing capabilities that supports multiple reference models, the editing and semantic validation of
archetypes, the specification of mappings to data sources, and the automatic generation of data
transformation scripts.

Conclusions. LinkEHR-Ed is a useful tool for building, processing and validating archetypes based on
any reference model.

Keywords: electronic health records, biomedical informatics, standardization, archetypes, semantic
description, semantic interoperability
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1. Introduction
Health care is a sector where the need to share information is the norm rather than the exception.
However, the information about the health of one person is usually scattered among all of the different
health facilities where she/he has ever been attended leading to distributed and heterogeneous data
resources and making the exchange of data across systems very difficult. This situation has created a
large gap between the potential and actual value of the information contents of health data repositories.

Due to the special sensitivity of health data and the wide range of ethical and legal constraints, the
exchange of data must be done in a meaningful way, avoiding the possibility of misunderstanding or
misinterpretation. The faithful communication and multiple usability of Electronic Health Records
(EHR) crucially depend on the standardization of its syntax, structure and semantics, i.e. on the
standardization of the EHR architecture and vocabulary used to communicate data [1].

Currently there are several international organizations working on the definition of an EHR
architecture [2][3]. Health Level 7 (HL7) [4] maintains the XML-based Clinical Document
Architecture (CDA) [5] that specifies the structure and semantics of clinical documents for exchange.
The Technical Committee 251 (health informatics) of the European Committee for Standardization
(CEN/TC251) has completed a European Standard for the communication of the EHR called EN13606
[6] whose part 1 (reference model) [7] became an ISO standard in February 2008. The openEHR
consortium [8] maintains an architecture designed to support the constructions of distributed, patientcentered, life-long, shared care health records. Finally, ISO provides a set of clinical and technical
requirements for an EHR architecture that support using, sharing and exchanging EHRs in the
technical specification TS 18308:2004 [9].

OpenEHR and EN13606 utilize the dual model architecture to describe the EHR structure. The dual
model or two-level methodology is a novel approach for the development of EHR systems. It aims to
overcome the disadvantages of traditional “one-model” methodologies in which domain concepts are
hard-coded directly into database models and software, when applied to complex and changing
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domains such as medicine. As stated by Rector [10] medicine is not only big but also open ended in
breadth, depth and complexity. As a consequence health information systems that follow these
methodologies need frequent, complex and expensive updates to accommodate new requirements
which if not made, cause the systems to suffer “creeping obsolescence” and as result becomes
obsolete. The dual model methodology distinguishes a reference model and archetypes [11]. In a broad
sense, a reference model is an abstract representation of the entities and relationships of a domain
which is designed to provide a basis for the development of more concrete models and
implementations. The generality of the reference model is complemented by the particularity of
archetypes [12][13]. Archetypes are formal definitions of clinical concepts in the form of structured
and constrained combinations of the entities of the reference model.

The work reported in this paper is part of a bigger project called LinkEHR whose main objective is the
utilization of the dual model methodology for semantic integration and normalization of health data. In
LinkEHR we use archetypes to describe the semantics of legacy health data in a manner independent
of the particular data organization in the underlying data repositories. This will enable users (mainly
health professionals) to view and query data repositories at the level of its relevant semantic concepts.
In this paper we describe the archetype editing framework of LinkEHR that includes a formalization
of the definition section of archetypes and an archetype editor, called LinkEHR-Ed, which supports
multiple reference models. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an
overview of the dual model approach. Section 3 deals with the formalization of the definition section
of archetypes. Section 4 describes LinkEHR-Ed, a visual multi-reference model archetype editor based
on the proposed formalization. Finally, Section 5 discusses and concludes the paper.

2. Background
The most remarkable feature of the dual model approach is the complete separation of information
models, such as software models or database schemas, from domain models such as blood pressure
measurement, discharge report, prescription or microbiology result. The information model is
represented by a stable and small object oriented reference model that models the generic and stable
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properties of health record information. Only this model is hard-coded in database schemas or
software. The possible numerous and volatile domain concepts, represented as archetypes, are
modeled separately by domain specialists and their definitions are maintained in a shared repository
[14]. Since the software is only bound to the reference model it has no direct dependency on domain
concepts. Therefore, when new concepts are introduced or existing ones are altered the system does
not need to be updated.

Archetypes are formal definitions of a distinct domain-level concept in the form of structured and
constrained combinations of reference model classes. Their principal purpose is to provide a powerful,
reusable and interoperable way of managing the creation, description, validation and query of EHRs.
From a data point of view, archetypes are a means for providing semantics to data instances that
conform to some reference model by assuring that data obey a particular structure and satisfy a set of
constraints. The semantic description of domain concepts is achieved by linking the data structures
and content to knowledge resources such as terminologies and ontologies [15].

Only those classes of the reference model that define logical building blocks of EHRs can be used to
construct archetypes, we call them business concepts. For instance ISO/CEN EN13606 defines six
business concepts, namely: Folder, Composition, Section, Entry, Cluster and Element. What is
important here is that for each domain concept, a definition can be developed in terms of constraints
on structure, types, values, and behaviors of business concepts. Archetypes may be specialised: an
archetype is considered a specialisation of another archetype if it specifies that archetype as its parent,
and only makes changes to its definition such that its constraints are narrower than those of the parent.

ADL (Archetype Definition Language) [12] is a formal language developed by openEHR for
expressing textually archetypes that has also been adopted by EN13606. The most important section of
an archetype is its definition tree, where clinical concepts are defined by constraining a particular
business class in several different ways. For a thorough explanation of ADL we refer the reader to
[12][13]. We also refer the reader to [16], an archetype repository with advanced search capabilities.
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3. Methods
Although ADL was designed to be a formal language, the current ADL specification is not precise
enough regarding some important issues such as archetype specialization and semantics. The main
purpose of archetypes is to provide a mechanism to describe, validate, store and query health data.
Since the data instances defined by archetypes are also instances of the underlying reference model,
understanding the relationship between reference models and archetypes becomes crucial in order to
manipulate archetyped data. We should take into account that ADL is predicated on the existence of
object-oriented reference models and the constraints in an ADL archetype are in relation to types and
attributes from such a model [12]. But ADL defines hierarchical data structures that mimic the treelike nature of EHR. Furthermore, archetypes can be specialized. It is not clear if the constrainment of
reference models (object-oriented data model) is equal to the specialization of archetypes (hierarchical
data model), i.e. if it is possible to apply the same logic to both mechanisms. In our framework both
mechanisms are modeled in the same way. As will be explained, this feature eases the development of
algorithms for the semantic validation of archetypes and the assignment of types to data. There are
also other open questions such as whether a multi-valued attribute can be narrowed down by a singlevalued attribute or whether lists have narrower semantics than bags, i.e. a multi-valued attribute with
bag semantics can be specialized by an attribute with list semantics.

The aforementioned issues hinder gaining a comprehensive understating of archetypes and beset
enrichment of the tooling for archetype authorship. Therefore, we found imperative to define a formal
modeling framework as a prerequisite to implement tools and algorithms providing enhanced support
for archetypes. Since our ultimate objective is the generation of standardized EHR extracts we focused
on the data definition facet of archetypes. It is in the archetype definition section where restrictions on
the valid structure, cardinality and content of EHR instances are stated. To put it in other words, the
definition section can be viewed as a database or document schema describing a subset of the
underlying business concept data instances. In order to provide formal semantics to the definition
section of archetypes we have developed:
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 A data model for the description of data instances (EHR data).
 A type system that formalizes the definition section of archetypes.
 A subsumption function that models the specialization of archetypes and the relationship
between reference models and archetypes.

It should be noted that our purpose is to describe formally the semantics of archetypes independently
of the syntax used for their specification rather than proposing an alternative syntax. A
complementary explanation of our framework with additional examples can be found in [17].

3.1. Data model and type system
Since archetypes impose a hierarchical structure to the EHR we have chosen a data model based on
trees with labeled nodes to formalize the EHR data instances. This model is similar to the models
described in [18][19]. A particularity is that nodes can be either ordered or unordered (contrary to
XML where the order of nodes is significant), in the sense whether or not there is an order on their
outgoing edges. The abstraction of data instances is straightforward. Each data instance is described by
a data tree whose nodes represent either attributes or classes. As an example Figure 1 shows the
representation of an instance of the openEHR Element class. Note the alternation of class names and
attribute names in any branch as in ADL.
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Figure 1. Abstraction of a data instance of the openEHR Element class

For the abstraction of the definition section of archetypes we have developed a type system that
models the structural constraints that can be specified by archetypes. This type system allows the
specification of sets of data trees, in our context, the sets of data instances of the reference model that
satisfy the constraints imposed by archetype. First we need to introduce the concept of constrained
multiplicity list, which is the base of our formalization. A constrained multiplicity list (CML) is a
language definition expression of the form:

t

( l1:u1 )
1

... tn(ln :un )



l0 :u0

Where n  1, li is a natural number, ui is a natural number or , ti is a type name, li  ui and

n

l
i 1

n
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u
i 1

i

i

 u0

 l0 .

Intuitively the language generated by a CML is composed of all the words defined by the regular
(l :u1 )

expression t1 1

... tn(ln :un ) whose length (number of symbols) is between l0 and u0 inclusively. As an

example, let us consider the CML (A(1:2)·B(1:3))|3..4| whose language is all the words of length 3 or 4
consisting of 1 or 2 A’s followed by 1, 2 or 3 B’s. Only four words satisfy these conditions:
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{ABB,ABBB,AAB,AABB}. In order to make CMLs less verbose, we will drop the length constraints
when they do not add extra information, for instance we will write A(0:*) instead of (A(0:*))|0:*| .

In our framework an archetype entity (attribute or object) is abstracted by a type that states the set of
valid labels and children that the entity can have. We express such type definitions as rules. A rule can
have either the form t : lt rt

(when the children are ordered) or t : lt rt  (when the children are

unordered), where t is a type name, lt is a label predicate that describes the valid set of node labels and

rt is a CML that specifies the valid sequence of children. In this setting the definition section of ADL
is abstracted by a set of types. A set of types that models an archetype is called a schema in our
framework. We need to define the semantics of a schema, i.e. the set of data terms that it defines.
Intuitively, a data term D conforms to a schema S if it is possible to assign to every node d of D a type

Ti from S, and d satisfies the label predicate and the CML of Ti .

The representation of reference models with the previous type system is straightforward. A class C
with attributes A1,…,An can be abstracted by a type definition as follows:



TypeC : is _ C TypeA1 1..1 ... TypeAn 1..1



n:n

Where TypeAi is the type that models the attribute Ai . In the case of primitive types, i.e. types that are
always assigned to leaf nodes of data terms, their CML defines the empty string, denoted by . The
labels of such nodes are values of primitive types, such as Integer, String, etc. for which we have
defined a corresponding label predicate: is_Integer, is_String, etc. For instance, the type definition that
abstracts the Integer type is as follows:
Integer : is _ integer  

Similarly attributes are represented by type definitions as follows:
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TypeA : is _ ACMLA 

where CMLA is a CML over the set of type names that describes the valid values that the attribute can
hold.

The wide range of archetype constraints on data instance can be represented with the proposed type
systems. For instance, in ADL it is possible to define alternatives for the value of an attribute. Let us
consider the following archetype that models a very simple weight observation which can be measured
either in kilograms (type QUANTITY[at0005]) or grams (type QUANTITY[at0006]):

ELEMENT[at0004] matches { -- weight measurement
value existence matches {1..1} matches {
QUANTITY[at0005] matches {--weight in kilos
magnitude matches {>0}
units matches {"kg"} -- kilograms
}
QUANTITY[at0006] matches { --weight in grams
magnitude matches {>0}
units matches {"grams"} -- grams
}
}
}

Here the attribute value must have one instance of class QUANTITY which can match either the
constraints defined by type QUANTITY[at0005] or type QUANTITY[at0006]. The type
ELEMENT[at0004] is abstracted by the following schema:
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1:1
t ELEMENT [ at 0004] : is _ ELEMENT tvalue
_ 04





 0:1
 0:1
tvalue _ 04 : is _ value tQUANTITY
[ at 0005]  tQUANTITY [ at 0006]



1:1


: is _ magnitude t   
: is _ units t   

1:1
1:1
tQUANTITY [ at 0005] : is _ QUANTITY tmagnitude
_ 05  tunits _ 05



1:1
0

tmagnitude _ 05
tunits _ 05



1:1
kg

t 0 : c _ real [0..[, X  
tkg : is _ kg  


: is _ magnitude t   
: is _ units t   

1:1
1:1
tQUANTITY [ at 0006] : is _ QUANTITY tmagnitude
_ 06  tunits _ 06
1:1
0

tmagnitude _ 06
tunits _ 06



1:1
g

t g : is _ g  

As can be observed in the schema, the CML of the type (tvalue_04) that models the value attribute states
that the attribute must have a single value (l0=u0=1). Furthermore, the value can either be of type
tQUANTITY[at0005] (weight in kilos) or type tQUANTITY[at0006] (weight in grams).

3.2. Archetype specialization

New archetypes can be defined by further constraining other archetypes, i.e. by specialization, in order
to obtain a more adequate or fine grained representation of a clinical concept. An archetype is
specialized by providing narrower constraints on data. The overall idea is that all data instances that
conform to the more specialized archetype also conform to the more general. We abstract the
inheritance relationship between archetypes by means of the subsumption relation [19]. Intuitively, an
archetype A subsumes an archetype B if A is more general than or identical to B. Since reference
models can also be abstracted by the proposed type system, the subsumption relation can also be used
to formalize the relationship between business concepts and archetypes. We say that an archetype B
specializes a business concept A if A subsumes B. What makes the proposed subsumption relation
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interesting is that it not only captures the containment relationship between two archetypes, but also
captures the structural relationships between node objects from both archetypes.

Given two schemas S and S’, we say that S’ subsumes S under the subsumption relation θ, iff θ is a
function from TS to TS’ such that:
1.   RS   RS '
2.

ti TS , labelS  ti   labelS '   ti  

3.

ti  TS , if ti is ordered then L h  CMLS  ti    lang S '   ti  

4.

ti  TS , if





wL h  CMLS  ti  

ti



is

not

ordered



then

  ti 

is

also

not

ordered

and

permutation  w  lang S '   ti  

Where RS and RS ' are the root types of S and S’ respectively, labelS(t) is the label predicate of t in S,
CMLS(t) is the CML of t in Schema S, langS(t) the language defined by the CML of t in S and hθ is the
natural extension of θ to CMLs.

As can be seen from the above definition subsumption is based on defining mappings between types
and on inclusion between both label predicates and CMLs. This can be translated to the archetype
specialization mechanism. Subsumption mappings specify specialization relationships between the
entities (objects and attributes) of the child and parent archetypes. This is compatible with the
syntactical rules used in ADL to specify the specialization of objects. In ADL the specialization of
node object, e.g. PERSON[at0001], is indicated by using the same identifier, followed by an
extension, e.g. PERSON[at0001.1]. Note that this partly defines the subsumption function, e.g.
θ(PERSON[at0001.1]) = PERSON[at0001]. Inclusion of label predicates assures that only class and
attribute names from the reference model are used as well as the containment of the domains of
primitive attribute. Finally, the containment of CML guarantees that specialized archetypes have a
valid structure with respect to the structure of parent archetypes. From condition 3 it can be deduced
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that single-valued attributes can specialized multi-valued attributes and unordered multi-valued
attributes can be specialized by making them ordered.

As an example, let us consider the following simple archetype which models a generic numeric
measurement:

ELEMENT[at0001] matches { -- generic quantity element
value existence matches {0..1} matches {
QUANTITY[at0002] matches { --generic quantity data type
magnitude matches {*} --any numeric value
units matches {*} -- any unit
}
}
}
This set of constraints may be formalized by the following schema S’ having tELEMENT [ at 0001] as root
type:

 
: is _ value t  

: is _ QUANTITY t  
: is _ magnitude  Real   
: is _ units String   

1:1
t ELEMENT [ at 0001] : is _ ELEMENT tvalue

tvalue

0:1
QUANTITY [ at 0002]

1:1
1:1
magnitude units

tQUANTITY [ at 0002]



1:1

tmagnitude
tunits

t

0:1

Real : real  
String : string  

The previous schema subsumes the schema S modeling the previous type ELEMENT[at0004] in
section 3.1, Table I enumerates the subsumption function. It can be checked, that this function satisfies
all the conditions stated by definition 5. As an example, let us consider the type tvalue _ 04 which is
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subsumed by type tvalue . Both types are unordered and the condition imposed on the label predicates
are satisfied: label  tvalue _ 04   label  tvalue   value , as well as the containment of the CMLs.

We have also developed an algorithm that takes two schemas as input and calculates the set of
subsumption functions between them. It is a generalization of the algorithm described in [20] for the
validation of XML documents against regular tree languages. Some interesting properties are
exhibited by the subsumption function. Firstly, it is transitive. Secondly, if a data tree D is an instance
of a schema A and A is subsumed by A’ then D is also an instance of A’. Therefore, we can use the
subsumption relation for modeling the specialization of archetypes and the definition of archetypes
from business concepts. These features have been explored in LinkEHR-Ed in order to implement an
advanced archetype editor supporting multiple reference models.

t

 t 

tELEMENT [ at 0004]

tELEMENT [ at 0001]

tvalue _ 04

tvalue

tQUANTITY [ at 0005]

tQUANTITY [ at 0002]

tmagnitude _ 05

tmagnitude

tunits _ 05

tunits

t 0
tkg

Real

String

tQUANTITY [ at 0006]

tQUANTITY [ at 0002]

tmagnitude _ 06

tmagnitude

tunits _ 06

tunits

tg

String

Table I. An example of subsumption function
4. Results
4.1. LinkEHR-Ed
LinkEHR-Ed (http://www.linkehr.com) is a visual tool implemented in Java under the Eclipse
platform which allows the editing of archetypes based on different reference models, the specification
of mappings between archetypes and data sources and the automatic generation of XQuery data
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conversion scripts which translate unnormalized XML data into XML documents which conform to
the reference model and at the same time satisfy the data constraints imposed by archetypes. In other
words it is a tool for the description and standardization of legacy data.

LinkEHR-Ed uses archetypes as a means to achieve standardization and semantic integration of
distributed health data. The main objectives are twofold. Firstly, in the context of data integration
[21][22][23], we use archetypes as a semantic layer over the data repositories, whose contents need to
be integrated and exchanged, associating them with formal semantics. Secondly, we employ
archetypes for making public existing clinical information in the form of standardized EHR extracts.
For this purpose, we take advantage of their data definition capabilities that were formalized in the
previous section. Thus, it becomes necessary to transform the clinical data held by the un-normalized
local sources to meet the data structures defined by archetypes. This problem is known in the literature
as the data exchange (translation or transformation) problem [24]. Data exchange at the schema level
requires an explicit representation of how the source and target schemas are related to each other;
these explicit representations are called mappings [25][26][27]. We use the term integration archetype
to denote an archetype for which a mapping specification to a set of data sources has been defined,
i.e.: Integration archetype = archetype + mapping specification. An integration archetype can be
considered as a view that provides abstraction in interfacing between the data sources that hold the
data to be shared and the reference model used to communicate these data in the form of standardized
EHR extracts. LinkEHR-Ed is a visual tool for defining integration archetypes.

The heart of LinkEHR-Ed is composed of four modules: (i) a module to manipulate reference models
and archetypes, (ii) a module for semantic validation and subsumption checking, (iii) a module to
define mappings between archetypes and data source schemas and (iv) a module to generate XQuery
[28] transformation scripts. Figure 2 shows an overview of the integration archetype editing process
which is divided into four main steps. The first step deals with the importation of reference models. In
LinkEHR-Ed a new reference model expressed as a W3C XML Schema [29] can be imported at any
time. Obviously, this step only needs to be performed once for each reference model. The second step
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is the actual archetype editing process. Step 3 is about mapping specification. In step 4, an XQuery
expression that encodes the mapping specification is automatically created. The execution of the
XQuery expression over a set of data sources yields a XML instance that satisfies the constraints
imposed by the archetype and at the same time is compliant with the underlying reference model.
Therefore, LinkEHR-Ed helps data engineers write possibly long and complex programs to
standardize data. Obviously, all this work should be complemented with methods for the query and
visualization of health data [30].

Figure 2. Editing and mapping of archetypes in LinkEHR-Ed. Numbered circles denote major
application steps.

In summary, LinkEHR-Ed combines the formal representation of knowledge of a health domain expert
in the form of archetypes (steps 1 and 2), with mapping information to clinical data sources for the
standardization and semantic description of existing information (steps 3 and 4). Since this paper is
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focused on archetype editing only the two first steps will be considered in the rest of this section, for a
more detailed introduction to archetype mappings we refer the reader to [31].

4.2. Management of reference models
The type system described above allows the formalization of both reference models and archetypes.
Therefore, it is possible to apply the same logic both to the specialization of an existing archetype and
to the definition of a new one by constraining a business concept. This brings about the possibility of
building flexible archetype editors capable of working with several reference models or different
versions of the same one. What it is required is the ability to import a new reference model at run time
and express its business concepts as archetypes.

In LinkEHR-Ed a new reference model described by a W3C XML Schema can be imported at any
time. This feature has been very useful in keeping pace with their evolution without modifying a
single line of code. The import process generates:

 An archetype expressed in ADL for each business concept, we call them business archetypes.
 An XML file that enumerates the entities of the reference model providing a place for such
entities 1) to be annotated with human-readable information that will be displayed during
archetype editing in the form of tool tips 2) to specify complex vocabulary binding for
attributes.

A business archetype is an explicit and exhaustive definition of a business class in ADL. Therefore, it
contains all the attributes and classes of the reference model that may be used to define the business
class. For instance, the business class Element of ISO/CEN EN13606 represents the leaf nodes within
the EHR hierarchy. Each instance of this class has a single data value (attribute value), which is one of
a defined set of data types. In the corresponding business archetype all the possible data types are
explicitly defined as an alternative for the value attribute.
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Business archetypes are used for managing the definition and specialization of archetypes and are
transparent to users. They represent the most general archetypes that can be defined from a reference
model and hence any other archetype must be a specialization of one of them. As a consequence the
validation of an archetype with respect to a reference model becomes a problem of finding a
subsumption function to a business archetype. Those for which it is not possible to find such functions
are considered invalid with respect to the reference model.

We have to face two main problems when importing a new reference model. Firstly, to determine the
archetypable classes and secondly to deduce their structure. The selection of archetypable classes
cannot be fully automated since it depends on the reference model semantics. LinkEHR-Ed helps users
by providing a ranking of classes ordered according their complexity. The complexity is measured by
counting the number of primitive attributes that the reference model class includes directly or
indirectly (e.g. atomic attributes of aggregated classes). The rationale behind this is that the more
complex a class is, the higher the probability for it to be an archetypable class, since archetypable
classes utilize non-archetypable ones but not the other way around. The complexity score of some
conceptually equivalent business objects (Document, Section and Entry) from ISO/CEN EN13606,
openEHR and CDA are shown in Table II. For its calculation the complexity of EN13606 Entry class
has been taken as one. As can be observed CDA concepts are by far the most complex whereas
EN13606 ones are the simplest. For example, the entry concept of CDA is almost eight times more
complex that the corresponding concept in EN13606.

reference model
EN13606
openEHR
CDA

Document
1.82
(Composition)
5.49
(Composition)
15.75
(Clinical document)

Section
1.21
4.71
9.43

Entry
1.00
4.54
(Observation)

1.14
1.22
(Instruction) (Evaluation)
7.97

1.76
(Action)

Table II. Complexity score of some comparable business objects from EN13606, openEHR and CDA
where the complexity of EN13606 Entry class has been taken as one. The complexity is measured as
the number of primitive attributes that the class references directly or indirectly.
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Once the set of archetypable classes is known, the import module mines their structure. Currently,
many of the characteristics of W3C XML schemas are supported, such as name spaces, imports and
includes (reference models can be defined by using several files) and a wide range of structures such
as complex and simple types, elements, attributes, inheritance by extension and restriction, sequence,
choice, all, union, attributes, patterns, groups and facets. One important issue to be considered when
importing a reference model is the vocabulary binding at the attribute level, i.e. the set of values that
an attribute is allowed to hold. Facets (fixed values, patterns, enumerations, etc.) are the main
mechanism that XML Schema provides for such bindings. They are used to restrict the set of values a
datatype can contain. Their translation into ADL is straightforward except for patterns (a regular
expression that a type must match) due to some minor differences between both syntaxes. XML
Schema does not support complex enumerations that may be required by the reference model such as
ISO/CEN EN13606 which in part III defines a set of complex term list (code + value + description)
for several attributes. As stated before the import module generates an XML file that enumerates the
entities of the reference model providing a place for specifying such bindings. Once specified they are
ready to be used along with business archetypes to guide the editing.

Three reference models have been tested successfully: EN13606, HL7 CDA and openEHR. The XML
schema of EN13606 was developed by us from the UML model due to the lack of an official one. In
the case of CDA and openEHR the official schemas were used.

4.3. Archetype editing
Although LinkEHR-Ed is oriented to the construction of integration archetypes it may operate as a
pure archetype editor. For its development we have used the Java implementation of the AOM and the
ADL parser maintained by the openEHR Foundation [32], although several additions have been made
in order to satisfy extra requirements such as multi-reference model support and mapping to data
sources. In the rest of this section we will mainly focus on the archetype editing process and how the
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formalization proposed in section 3 has been put into practice, although some important issues about
the mapping of archetypes will also be discussed.

As stated before, in LinkEHR-Ed business concepts defined in a reference model are modeled as
archetypes capable of being specialized. As a consequence the same logic can be applied both to the
specialization of an existing archetype and to the definition of a new archetype by constraining a
business archetype. Therefore, in LinkEHR-Ed for the sake of archetype editing, only the logic that
guides archetypes specialization which is based on the subsumption relation described above is hard
coded in the editor. In other words, LinkEHR-Ed assures that new archetypes are subsumed by the
parent archetype (if it exists) or by a business archetype otherwise.

Only those entities (classes and attributes) of the reference model which are actually constrained need
to appear in ADL. It is supposed that the constraints imposed on business archetypes are implicit
constraints for all of its sub-archetypes. This supposition is consistent with the object-oriented
paradigm, where attributes and methods of a superclass are automatically inherited by all its
subclasses. The main advantage of this rule is that constraint definitions in ADL are kept simple. For
instance, if all the classes and attributes of the reference model were to be included, archetypes would
have many constraints (hundreds in EN13606) making the definition unnecessarily complex. This is
slightly different for archetype specialization. In a specialized archetype, all the constraints of the
parent archetype are included in the child archetype.

These syntactical rules bring about two difficulties in our setting. The first one appears when an
archetype is specialized, since it may be necessary to constrain new attributes from the reference
model. The second one is related to mapping. When an archetype is mapped to a data source, it may be
necessary to define a mapping for an unconstrained attribute and therefore it is not present in the
archetype definition. Thus, for the sake of mapping and specialization we are forced to temporally
complete the archetype definition with entities (attributes and classes) from underlying business
archetype. In LinkEHR-Ed we have defined a merge function that takes an archetype and a business
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archetype as input and outputs what we call a comprehensive archetype, which contains all the entities
defined in the latter but at the same time preserves all the constraints imposed by the former. Put in
other words, comprehensive archetypes include all the explicit constraints (those defined by the
archetype to be specialized or mapped) and all the implicit ones (those defined by the business
archetype) that data instances must satisfy. Figure 3 shows the overall editing schema of LinkEHR-Ed.
As can be seen the archetype being edited is subsumed by the comprehensive archetype in order to
assure its structural and semantic validity. It should be noted that in the case of the editing of an
archetype from scratch, the business and comprehensive archetypes are the same. This guarantees that
the new archetype is subsumed by the business archetype.

Comprehensive archetypes are used by a semantic manager to guide the editing process in order to
guarantee that the archetype being edited satisfies all the inherited constraints. It calculates the set of
entities (either attributes or types) that are allowed at any point of editing. When the user wishes to add
a new entity the editor displays the valid entities and the user must select one of them. For instance,
the set of valid attributes for the CDA ClinicalDocument class is shown in Figure 4. The semantic
manager also checks that the constraints on data (cardinality, existence, domain, etc.) are narrower that
those specified in the comprehensive archetype. It involves, for instance, testing the containment of
constrained multiplicity lists or the containment of regular expression in the case of constraining a
string attribute.
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Figure 3. Schema of the archetype editing process of LinkEHR-Ed.
5. Discussion and conclusion
Possibly the most important requirement to support co-operative work among health professionals and
institutions is the ability of sharing EHRs in such a way that both the sender and receiver system have
a common meaning of the content exchanged, i.e. interoperability at the semantic level. It is widely
acknowledged that standardization of data and concepts is a prerequisite to achieve semantic
interoperability in any domain. This is even more important in the healthcare sector where the need to
exchange health data among professional and institutions is not an exception but the rule. Some of the
new generation of international standards for the communication of EHR have adopted a dual model
approach for modeling the content of electronic health records. They use archetypes as a means to
achieve semantic interoperability between EHR systems. Archetypes facilitate the definition of a
semantic layer for common understanding and mutual communication of clinical data structured as a
set of formal clinical concept definitions decided by health domain experts, promoting at the same
time semantic interoperability among health information systems. But archetypes are also a valid
approach for upgrading already deployed systems in order to make them compatible with an EHR
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standard, considering archetypes as clinical data integration components. This is in line with the
utilization of semantic dictionaries or ontologies for semantic heterogeneity resolution and description
of the data to be exchanged [33]. As a main advantage, this approach reduces the problem of knowing
the contents and structure of many information sources to the problem of knowing the contents
domain-specific concepts, which a user familiar with the domain is likely to know or understand easily
[34].

Provided that archetypes are regarded as a basic element towards the consecution of semantic
interoperability among EHR systems, it seems sensible to compare archetypes and ontologies as
representation technologies to discuss whether they can be considered functionally equivalent for such
purpose. Both archetypes and ontologies are formal representation technologies. For both
technologies, the notions of specialization and evolution are basic, since they define hierarchical
structures that may evolve over time. Models are built by means of constraints in both models,
although the constraints have a different nature, since the archetype and ontology semantic models are
different. Archetypes have a more reduced model, they basically include taxonomic and mereological
relations, whereas any type of relation can be defined in ontologies. Archetype constraints are mainly
based on constraining data values, whereas the ontological constraint model is richer, since different
types of axioms can be defined. For instance, aspects such as disjointedness or equivalency can be
modeled in ontological languages such as OWL. To some extent, it might be said that archetype
semantics is contained into ontology semantics, for a more detailed discussion on archetypes and
ontologies we refer the reader to [35]. Archetypes attempt to harmonize, unify and guide clinical
practice by containing consensus knowledge. Ontologies ideally contain all the existing consensus
knowledge of a particular domain, being this knowledge recognized and accepted by the community.
Therefore, it can be said that both technologies play a similar role. It has proven complicated to agree
on standard ontologies since different experts have different points of view on a particular reality, and
it is likely to be also a problem for archetypes [36].
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Figure 4. Screenshot of LinkEHR-Ed showing the set of available entities during archetype editing. In
this case the set of attributes of class ClinicalDocument of CDA.

The work reported in this paper has been developed in the context of a research project aiming at
applying semantic web technologies for managing EHRs. Therefore, it is completed with a
complementary “top-down” approach that uses Semantic Web technologies to specify clinical
archetypes for advanced EHR architectures and systems (see for instance [35]). Both works provide
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interfaces to different worlds: public external information (OWL archetypes) and internal information
(already existing EHR sources). The semantic publication of the contents of the archetypes would be
in line with the objectives of the development of the Semantic Web, which targets accessible web
contents for both humans and computers so that applications might interoperate semantically in an
efficient way.

Since our main concern is the generation of standardized XML documents compliant with a reference
model we have chosen a more data-centric approach to model archetypes. The proposed abstraction
for the data definition section of archetypes is based on labeled trees which have been extensively used
for modeling XML schemas and queries [20][28][37][38]. Archetype specialization is modeled by a
subsumption relation. As shown in section 3.4 the proposed subsumption relation is powerful enough
to capture the different ways that an archetype may be specialized. Furthermore, it is compatible with
the syntactical rules used for node identification in ADL.

In LinkEHR-Ed the archetype editing becomes a process of subtyping by constraints. The rules used to
control the subtyping are those specified in the archetype model such as strengthening of domain
constraints on primitive attributes or the narrowing of cardinality intervals. These rules are directly
implemented in LinkEHR-Ed and are used by a semantic manager to assist the user in the editing
process. The editor is then independent of the reference model which in turn is modeled as a set of
archetypes (one for each business concept) which can be subtyped to defined proper archetypes. The
application of these rules assures that the subtyping by constraints hierarchy is ordered by set
inclusion, i.e. the set of instances of an archetype is a subset of the set of instances of all its superarchetypes. This latter is crucial: since any archetype is a subtype of a business class it is guaranteed
that the set of instance defined by a sound archetype is a subset of the instances defined by the
business archetype. As a consequence, sound archetypes define subsets of reference model instances.

As explained in section 4.1 W3C XML Schema is the language chosen to describe reference models.
LinkEHR-Ed analyzes the schema and generates a set of business archetypes expressed in ADL which
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will be the basis for defining archetypes. Specifically, ADL and XML Schemas have different
expressive power for defining tree-structured data. There are data structures that can be expressed with
one but not with the other. ADL supports complex enumerations and does not force the unique particle
attribution constraint but XML Schema allows more complex content models (roughly speaking the
set of children that a node can have). For instance, in XML Schema it is possible to state that a node
must have three children and all three must be labeled with “a” or all three must be labeled with “b”.
This content model cannot be expressed in ADL, and therefore by a CML. The closest representation
would be:
node cardinality matches {3..3} matches {
a occurrences matches {0..3} matches {…}
b occurrences matches {0..3} matches {…}
}

But the former ADL extract does not prevent from having both ‘a’ and ‘b’ children. Therefore, there
may be XML Schemas that cannot be expressed in ADL. When one of such Schemas is found the
editor stops the importation process and warns the user. However, reference models are supposed to be
OO models which require simple content models.

Currently, there exist two other archetype editors. The first one is the official editor of the openEHR
consortium which is implemented in .NET and is

maintained by Ocean Informatics

(http://www.oceaninformatics.biz/). The second one is the Java-based LiU editor developed by a team
from the Linköping University (http://www.imt.liu.se/mi/ehr/tools/). At the time of writing this paper
both of them only support the openEHR reference model. These editors can be regarded as “conceptcentric” since they are designed to be used by health domain specialists. They hide many details of the
reference model making it possible even for users with moderate knowledge of the underlying
reference model to construct archetypes. The main drawback of this approach is that the reference
model must be hard coded into the editor making it difficult both to keep in pace with its evolution and
to support other models.
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The fundamental difference from the above efforts is that with LinkEHR-Ed we aim, apart from the
editing of archetypes, to provide a tool for the standardization of legacy data by mapping archetypes to
data sources. In this setting, archetypes are considered schemas defining a view that combines several
un-normalized data structures into a single one that is compliant with the underlying reference model.
This feature requires bringing to the front the reference model making the editor “structure-centric”
where domain concepts are defined by directly constraining the data structures present in the reference
model according to the archetype formalism. Obviously, this approach forces users to have a deeper
knowledge of the reference model, but facilitates working with multiple models. In order to make the
editor more user-friendly we intend to evolve towards a plug-in based editor. The idea is to consider
reference models as plug-ins that will be created using LinkEHR-Ed itself. For instance, plug-ins may
contain apart from documentation files, customized visual interfaces or term lists. Plug-ins may then
be distributed and used by raw installations in order to obtain a fully operative environment for the
reference model.
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Summary table
The following facts were known before this study:


The dual model approach is postulated as a possible solution to tame the complexity related
to EHRs.



Archetypes are suitable for modeling clinical concepts formally and therefore can be used to
describe and query legacy data.



The current archetype specification is not precise enough regarding the semantics of
specialization and instantiation which hinders gaining a comprehensive understating of the
dual model methodology.

This study has added the following to our knowledge:


A formal foundation for archetypes is crucial to develop enhanced archetype processing tools.



A formalization of the semantics of archetypes based on types over trees with labeled nodes
and a subsumption function that captures the relationship between archetypes.



The development of an archetype editor capable of handling multiple reference models and
with advanced archetype processing capabilities.
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